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ABSTRACT

Data of object surface for reverse engineering can be captured either from contact or non-
contact method. Laser scanning (non-contact method) usually gives high accuracy of 
captured data, however it also produces high point density. The difficulty of processing 
million of points captured by laser scanning device is the main problem to generate useful 
surface model. Data reduction process should be performed to reduce the number of 
points while maintaining the accuracy. This paper evaluated data reduction procedures on 
point cloud from laser scanner device. The procedures comprise of noise filtering, filter 
redundancy and point sampling method. Each procedure was tested using two types of 
sample models (freeform and primitive). The results show that the combination of filtering 
methods help to reduce the amount of original point cloud while maintaining the detail of 
surface. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Reverse engineering is a reverse process of forward engineering to generate a computerized 
representation of an existing parts or objects. The reasons of using reverse engineering are: (1) 
when the original product or the manufacturer of the product are no longer exists, but a 
customer need the product; (2) the documentation of product design has been lost; (3) when the 
product encounter frequent design changes in the development cycle; and (4) for inspection 
and/or quality control (Varady et al. 1997; Tai and Huang, 2000; Raja and Fernandes, 2008). 
The aims of using reverse engineering are usually to create 3D model and CAD model. 

The process of reverse engineering begins from data capture of the objects surface either using 
contact (e.g. Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM)) or non-contact method (e.g. laser). 
Contact type devices usually give accurate measurement but slow in data acquisition process 
especially when the parts have complex freeform shape (Lee et al. 2001).  On the other hand, 
non-contact devices can speed up the data capture process with high accuracy (Woo et al. 
2002).  Using laser scanning usually produce high-density point clouds in order to maintain fine 
detail. Thus, the difficulty of processing million of points given by laser scanning device is the 
main problem in order to generate useful models surface.  Most of the laser scanning software 
packages cannot work with large number of point clouds data sets easily (Roca-Pardinas et al. 
2008). Almost 80% of the points in a point cloud are redundant in most cases of model 
reconstruction (Blasi et al. 2001). Moreover, not all these point are necessary for generating a 
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surface model. In practical  situations, it takes too long time to generate models surface using 
large number of point clouds. In addition, data storage and data manipulating issue may also 
arised from large number of point clouds. 

By performing data reduction process on point cloud provides a solution to this problem, while 
maintained the accuracy and shape of point data.  This paper presents the data reduction 
procedure test on point cloud from laser scanner device. The test applied to two types of sample 
model and the results are discussed.  

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

Since laser scanners gives high density points of object surface, the large number of point 
clouds need to be reduced first before further process can be performed.  Fujimoto and Kariya 
(1993) indicates the amount of data need to be reduced as a large amount of point data cause 
problem for downstream reverse engineering operations (e.g. creating CAD models). However, 
the question is whether to reduce the point before, after or during of the model building stages 
(Varady et al., 1997).  

Hamann (1994) and Chen et al. (1999) suggested the reduction process is applied after creating 
models surface by reducing the number of triangles on mesh polygon surface. However, this 
approach sometimes retains the large number of point on the generated surface model. Even 
though the accuracy of the generated model is maintained, the performance of the processing 
might be slow due to large amount of point cloud.

Remondino (2003) introduced a reduction method which can be applied during the pre-
processing stage including noise reduction, data sampling and hole filling before triangulated
into mesh polygon surface. This helps the user to manipulate point data before surface model 
are generated especially when deals with multiview data. Noise reduction is possible by 
applying statistical method in order to remove unwanted point while trying to preserve the 
measured features. Hole filling process closed the gaps in the point clouds by adding new 
points (manually or automatically) and using the curvature and density of the surrounding 
points. Zhang et al. (2003) also presented an approach of data reduction procedure during pre-
processing stages using sampling method. This step is mandatory for laser scanner data in 
order to reduce the input redundancy and to remove a certain amount of errors introduced 
because of the scanning device limitations (Schreiber 1993; Floater and Iske1998). Major 
research effort in current data reduction procedures suggested manipulating the point during 
pre-processing stages. However, none of these research papers evaluated the combination of 
the filtering method for point cloud reduction. 

3.0 REVERSE ENGINEERING BY LASER SCANNING

Reverse engineering process can be divided into three stages (Bradley and Currie, 2005): (1) 
data acquisition; (2) data processing; and (3) creating useful 3D and CAD model.  Data 
acquisition is the most crucial step in reverse engineering because the quality of the raw data 
determines the quality of the surface model (Lee et al. 2001). One of the methods for fast data 
capture is laser scanning. Laser scanning captures the information of object surface by 
receiving the radiated laser beam emitted from the device. There are three laser scanner 
principle described by Böehler and Marbs (2002). 
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Time-of-flight laser scanner allows unambiguous measurement of distances up to several 
hundred of meters. The advantage of long ranges implies reasonable accuracy. Phase 
measurement laser scanner represents the other common technique for medium range and 
limited to one hundred meters. Accuracy of the measured distances within a few millimetres is 
possible. Triangulations based laser scanner, also known as close range laser scanner mostly 
use in industrial applications and reverse engineering. Typically, this system is suitable to 
measure small objects, where measurement distances range up to 2m. Accuracies of a few 
micrometers can be achieved with triangulation laser scanner (Fröhlich and Mettenleiter 2004).

Once the data have been captured, the raw point which containing noisy point must be 
eliminated before can be used to generate surface model. The quality of point data can be 
further improved by performing pre-process operations such as noise filtering.  Noise filtering 
function removes unwanted points by determining where the points should lie and moves them 
to correct locations based on statistical information about the point data (Pham and Hieu, 2008).  
After the noisy points are removed, redundant data should be eliminated by performing data 
reduction method. The most usual methods on data reduction are filter redundancy and point 
sampling.

3.1 Filter Redundancy

Filter redundancy uniformly reduces the number of point cloud on data when points are too 
close or overlapped on each other (Inus, 2004). Sun et al. (2001) presented a filter redundancy 
approach by fitting a parabolic quadric surface patch to a set of points. The algorithm keeps 
removing one of the nearest two points in the data set and the filtering iteration will not stop until 
the points remain in the data set reach the pre-determined number. 

3.2 Point Sampling

The point sampling method minimized the number of point data and to make the data well 
structured so that it is easier to handle (Pham and Hieu, 2008).  There are three types of 
sampling methods: curvature, random and uniform.  Curvature point sampling (Hamann and 
Chen, 1994) removes few points in region of high curvature than in a low curvature region to 
maintain the accuracy of the curvature.  Random point sampling (Martin et al., 1996) removes 
the point based on the specified percentage of total points that need to be reduced.  Uniform 
sampling (Lee et al., 2001) uniformly reduces the number of points in a point set by subdivided 
the model space into equally sized cubic cells and deletes all but remained one point from each 
cell.

4.0 EVALUATION ON DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE

In this paper, data reduction procedures have been evaluated in order to generate accurate and 
fine mesh polygon surface.  The tested data reduction procedures were using two types of 
surfaces; freeform and primitive shape.  Figure 1 shows the sample model 1, which is 
containing freeform shape (curvature).  Sample model 2 (Figure 2) is a simple plain shape 
model represents the primitive shape model in this study. Vivid 910 which employs triangulation 
principle was used for data capture in this study because it gives high accuracy (Boehnen and 
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Flynn 2005).  The commercial laser scanning modeling software, RapidForm2004 was used to 
evaluate the proposed data reduction procedures. 

Figure 1: Sample model 1       Figure 2: Sample model 2

This paper evaluated four difference procedures (Figure 3). All procedures comprising of filter 
noise, filter redundancy, point sampling and triangulate process.  The main difference between 
the techniques is the process applied in every tested procedure. Procedure 1 comprises of filter 
noise, filter redundancy and triangulate process for creating model surface.  In Procedure 2, the 
point sampling method replaces filter redundancy in Technique 1. Procedure 3 and Procedure 4 
apply both filter redundancy and point sampling methods. However, Procedure 3 performs the 
filter redundancy method first followed by point sampling, and vice versa in Procedure 4.

Procedure 1     Procedure 2       Procedure 3      Procedure 4

Figure 3: Tested data reduction procedures

5.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section discusses the results from this study.  Table 1 and Table 2 show the number of 
point after performing data reduction based on the testing procedures, the minimum, maximum, 
average and standard deviation of the results. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the error deviation 
on sample model 1 and sample model 2 respectively of the created surface from all four 
procedures. Applying filter redundancy method only on both sample reduce the amount of point 
by a significant amount. However, even though  the surface deviations are minimal by using this 
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method (Figure 4 (a) and Figure 5(a)) it also gives poor result in accuracy for freeform shape 
point cloud. On the other hand, point sampling method is very practical on eliminating redundant 
point on sample model (Procedure 2), thus gives good accuracy. Applying uniform point 
sampling method alone indicated that large amount of point cloud still remained in both sample 
models (Table 1 and Table 2). Moreover, the output gives poor quality created surface (Figure
4 (b) and Figure 5 (b)). Procedure 3, however dramatically reduced the number of point on both 
sample data. However, performing point sampling method on the reduced sample data resulted 
in poor accuracy and surface created. On the contrary, performing the point sampling first and 
followed by filter redundancy method (Procedure 4) reduced the number of point into smaller 
amount of point with good accuracy.  The number of point clouds is dramatically reduced (about 
77% for sample model 1 and 74% for sample model 2 from original data) and gives small 
deviation of the test data.  Referring to surface error deviation (Figure 4 (d) and Figure 5 (d)), 
and applying the filter redundancy on sampling point data created good surface with minimal 
error deviation. The results show that the error ranges of the point cloud for sample model 1 and 
sample model 2 can be minimized by performing filter redundancy on point sampling data. 

Table 1: Summary of deviation for sample model 1

Original 171 607 Procedure 1 Procedure 2 Procedure 3 Procedure 4

Number of point 53 495 110 398 35 655 38 816

Minimum deviation 
(mm)

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Maximum deviation 
(mm)

33.101 35.050 35.124 34.821

Average deviation 
(mm)

0.118 0.066 0.151 0.063

Standard deviation 
(mm)

1.383 0.964 1.535 0.861

Table 2: Summary of deviation for sample model 2

Original 54 267 Procedure 1 Procedure 2 Procedure 3 Procedure 4

Number of point 18 674 37 674 13 087 14 210

Minimum deviation 
(mm)

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Maximum deviation 
(mm)

1.978 2.973 3.665 1.429

Average deviation 
(mm)

0.006 0.001 0.005 0.002

Standard deviation 
(mm)

0.068 0.033 0.090 0.036
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Figure 4: Surface error deviation for sample model 1

Figure 5: Surface error deviation for sample model 2

6.0 CONCLUSION

This paper examines the procedures on reduction point data acquired by laser scanning device. 
The improvement of laser scanning technology in term of speed on data acquisition increases 
the amount of data which need to be handled.  From the evaluated procedures, applying point 
sampling and filter redundancy method are very useful for both freeform and primitive shape 
point cloud. From the tested procedures, applying filter redundancy on sampling point data can 
shrink the point cloud amount with good accuracy while maintaining the quality of the measured 
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surface.  The surface model generated from this proposed reduction procedures can be used in 
further modeling processes (e.g. registration, meshing and segmentation) in order to generated 
fine 3D model and perfect CAD model.  For further research, the point reduction will be tested
on 3D model generated from merging the mesh polygon using the procedure in this study. 
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ABSTRACT


Data of object surface for reverse engineering can be captured either from contact or non-contact method. Laser scanning (non-contact method) usually gives high accuracy of captured data, however it also produces high point density. The difficulty of processing million of points captured by laser scanning device is the main problem to generate useful surface model. Data reduction process should be performed to reduce the number of points while maintaining the accuracy. This paper evaluated data reduction procedures on point cloud from laser scanner device. The procedures comprise of noise filtering, filter redundancy and point sampling method. Each procedure was tested using two types of sample models (freeform and primitive). The results show that the combination of filtering methods help to reduce the amount of original point cloud while maintaining the detail of surface. 

Keywords: Laser Scanning, Point Cloud, Data Reduction, Data Filtering, Data Sampling.

1.0
INTRODUCTION


Reverse engineering is a reverse process of forward engineering to generate a computerized representation of an existing parts or objects. The reasons of using reverse engineering are: (1) when the original product or the manufacturer of the product are no longer exists, but a customer need the product; (2) the documentation of product design has been lost; (3) when the product encounter frequent design changes in the development cycle; and (4) for inspection and/or quality control (Varady et al. 1997; Tai and Huang, 2000; Raja and Fernandes, 2008). The aims of using reverse engineering are usually to create 3D model and CAD model. 


The process of reverse engineering begins from data capture of the objects surface either using contact (e.g. Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM)) or non-contact method (e.g. laser). Contact type devices usually give accurate measurement but slow in data acquisition process especially when the parts have complex freeform shape (Lee et al. 2001).  On the other hand, non-contact devices can speed up the data capture process with high accuracy (Woo et al. 2002).  Using laser scanning usually produce high-density point clouds in order to maintain fine detail. Thus, the difficulty of processing million of points given by laser scanning device is the main problem in order to generate useful models surface.  Most of the laser scanning software packages cannot work with large number of point clouds data sets easily (Roca-Pardinas et al. 2008). Almost 80% of the points in a point cloud are redundant in most cases of model reconstruction (Blasi et al. 2001). Moreover, not all these point are necessary for generating a surface model. In practical  situations, it takes too long time to generate models surface using large number of point clouds. In addition, data storage and data manipulating issue may also arised from large number of point clouds. 


By performing data reduction process on point cloud provides a solution to this problem, while maintained the accuracy and shape of point data.  This paper presents the data reduction procedure test on point cloud from laser scanner device. The test applied to two types of sample model and the results are discussed.  

2.0
LITERATURE REVIEW

Since laser scanners gives high density points of object surface, the large number of point clouds need to be reduced first before further process can be performed.  Fujimoto and Kariya (1993) indicates the amount of data need to be reduced as a large amount of point data cause problem for downstream reverse engineering operations (e.g. creating CAD models). However, the question is whether to reduce the point before, after or during of the model building stages (Varady et al., 1997).  


Hamann (1994) and Chen et al. (1999) suggested the reduction process is applied after creating models surface by reducing the number of triangles on mesh polygon surface. However, this approach sometimes retains the large number of point on the generated surface model. Even though the accuracy of the generated model is maintained, the performance of the processing might be slow due to large amount of point cloud.


Remondino (2003) introduced a reduction method which can be applied during the pre-processing stage including noise reduction, data sampling and hole filling before triangulated into mesh polygon surface. This helps the user to manipulate point data before surface model are generated especially when deals with multiview data. Noise reduction is possible by applying statistical method in order to remove unwanted point while trying to preserve the measured features. Hole filling process closed the gaps in the point clouds by adding new points (manually or automatically) and using the curvature and density of the surrounding points. Zhang et al. (2003) also presented an approach of data reduction procedure during pre-processing stages using sampling method. This step is mandatory for laser scanner data in order to reduce the input redundancy and to remove a certain amount of errors introduced because of the scanning device limitations (Schreiber 1993; Floater and Iske1998). Major research effort in current data reduction procedures suggested manipulating the point during pre-processing stages. However, none of these research papers evaluated the combination of the filtering method for point cloud reduction. 


3.0
REVERSE ENGINEERING BY LASER SCANNING


Reverse engineering process can be divided into three stages (Bradley and Currie, 2005): (1) data acquisition; (2) data processing; and (3) creating useful 3D and CAD model.  Data acquisition is the most crucial step in reverse engineering because the quality of the raw data determines the quality of the surface model (Lee et al. 2001). One of the methods for fast data capture is laser scanning. Laser scanning captures the information of object surface by receiving the radiated laser beam emitted from the device. There are three laser scanner principle described by Böehler and Marbs (2002). 


Time-of-flight laser scanner allows unambiguous measurement of distances up to several hundred of meters. The advantage of long ranges implies reasonable accuracy. Phase measurement laser scanner represents the other common technique for medium range and limited to one hundred meters. Accuracy of the measured distances within a few millimetres is possible. Triangulations based laser scanner, also known as close range laser scanner mostly use in industrial applications and reverse engineering. Typically, this system is suitable to measure small objects, where measurement distances range up to 2m. Accuracies of a few micrometers can be achieved with triangulation laser scanner (Fröhlich and Mettenleiter 2004).


Once the data have been captured, the raw point which containing noisy point must be eliminated before can be used to generate surface model. The quality of point data can be further improved by performing pre-process operations such as noise filtering.  Noise filtering function removes unwanted points by determining where the points should lie and moves them to correct locations based on statistical information about the point data (Pham and Hieu, 2008).  After the noisy points are removed, redundant data should be eliminated by performing data reduction method. The most usual methods on data reduction are filter redundancy and point sampling.


3.1
Filter Redundancy


Filter redundancy uniformly reduces the number of point cloud on data when points are too close or overlapped on each other (Inus, 2004). Sun et al. (2001) presented a filter redundancy approach by fitting a parabolic quadric surface patch to a set of points. The algorithm keeps removing one of the nearest two points in the data set and the filtering iteration will not stop until the points remain in the data set reach the pre-determined number. 

3.2
Point Sampling


The point sampling method minimized the number of point data and to make the data well structured so that it is easier to handle (Pham and Hieu, 2008).  There are three types of sampling methods: curvature, random and uniform.  Curvature point sampling (Hamann and Chen, 1994) removes few points in region of high curvature than in a low curvature region to maintain the accuracy of the curvature.  Random point sampling (Martin et al., 1996) removes the point based on the specified percentage of total points that need to be reduced.  Uniform sampling (Lee et al., 2001) uniformly reduces the number of points in a point set by subdivided the model space into equally sized cubic cells and deletes all but remained one point from each cell.


4.0
EVALUATION ON DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE


In this paper, data reduction procedures have been evaluated in order to generate accurate and fine mesh polygon surface.  The tested data reduction procedures were using two types of surfaces; freeform and primitive shape.  Figure 1 shows the sample model 1, which is containing freeform shape (curvature).  Sample model 2 (Figure 2) is a simple plain shape model represents the primitive shape model in this study. Vivid 910 which employs triangulation principle was used for data capture in this study because it gives high accuracy (Boehnen and Flynn 2005).  The commercial laser scanning modeling software, RapidForm2004 was used to evaluate the proposed data reduction procedures. 




Figure 1: Sample model 1 
      Figure 2: Sample model 2


This paper evaluated four difference procedures (Figure 3). All procedures comprising of filter noise, filter redundancy, point sampling and triangulate process.  The main difference between the techniques is the process applied in every tested procedure. Procedure 1 comprises of filter noise, filter redundancy and triangulate process for creating model surface.  In Procedure 2, the point sampling method replaces filter redundancy in Technique 1. Procedure 3 and Procedure 4 apply both filter redundancy and point sampling methods. However, Procedure 3 performs the filter redundancy method first followed by point sampling, and vice versa in Procedure 4.


 Procedure 1       Procedure 2       Procedure 3      Procedure 4




Figure 3: Tested data reduction procedures


5.0
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS


This section discusses the results from this study.  Table 1 and Table 2 show the number of point after performing data reduction based on the testing procedures, the minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation of the results. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the error deviation on sample model 1 and sample model 2 respectively of the created surface from all four procedures. Applying filter redundancy method only on both sample reduce the amount of point by a significant amount. However, even though  the surface deviations are minimal by using this method (Figure 4 (a) and Figure 5(a)) it also gives poor result in accuracy for freeform shape point cloud. On the other hand, point sampling method is very practical on eliminating redundant point on sample model (Procedure 2), thus gives good accuracy. Applying uniform point sampling method alone indicated that large amount of point cloud still remained in both sample models (Table 1 and Table 2). Moreover, the output gives poor quality created surface (Figure 4 (b) and Figure 5 (b)). Procedure 3, however dramatically reduced the number of point on both sample data. However, performing point sampling method on the reduced sample data resulted in poor accuracy and surface created. On the contrary, performing the point sampling first and followed by filter redundancy method (Procedure 4) reduced the number of point into smaller amount of point with good accuracy.  The number of point clouds is dramatically reduced (about 77% for sample model 1 and 74% for sample model 2 from original data) and gives small deviation of the test data.  Referring to surface error deviation (Figure 4 (d) and Figure 5 (d)), and applying the filter redundancy on sampling point data created good surface with minimal error deviation. The results show that the error ranges of the point cloud for sample model 1 and sample model 2 can be minimized by performing filter redundancy on point sampling data. 


Table 1: Summary of deviation for sample model 1


		Original 171 607

		Procedure 1

		Procedure 2

		Procedure 3

		Procedure 4



		Number of point

		53 495

		110 398

		35 655

		38 816



		Minimum deviation (mm)

		0.000

		0.000

		0.000

		0.000



		Maximum deviation (mm)

		33.101

		35.050

		35.124

		34.821



		Average deviation (mm)

		0.118

		0.066

		0.151

		0.063



		Standard deviation (mm)

		1.383

		0.964

		1.535

		0.861





Table 2: Summary of deviation for sample model 2


		Original 54 267

		Procedure 1

		Procedure 2

		Procedure 3

		Procedure 4



		Number of point

		18 674

		37 674

		13 087

		14 210



		Minimum deviation (mm)

		0.000

		0.000

		0.000

		0.000



		Maximum deviation (mm)

		1.978

		2.973

		3.665

		1.429



		Average deviation (mm)

		0.006

		0.001

		0.005

		0.002



		Standard deviation (mm)

		0.068

		0.033

		0.090

		0.036







Figure 4: Surface error deviation for sample model 1



Figure 5: Surface error deviation for sample model 2


6.0
CONCLUSION


This paper examines the procedures on reduction point data acquired by laser scanning device. The improvement of laser scanning technology in term of speed on data acquisition increases the amount of data which need to be handled.  From the evaluated procedures, applying point sampling and filter redundancy method are very useful for both freeform and primitive shape point cloud. From the tested procedures, applying filter redundancy on sampling point data can shrink the point cloud amount with good accuracy while maintaining the quality of the measured surface.  The surface model generated from this proposed reduction procedures can be used in further modeling processes (e.g. registration, meshing and segmentation) in order to generated fine 3D model and perfect CAD model.  For further research, the point reduction will be tested on 3D model generated from merging the mesh polygon using the procedure in this study. 
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